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When Did Local Governments Become the Bad Guys?
During the last session, the Legislature limited how much local governments can
collect in property tax revenues without voter approval, banned red-light cameras
and eliminated some telecommunications fees paid to local entities. All three of
those measures have the potential to impact rural and small community municipal
budgets.
Now, after the release of the 64-minute recorded conversation between House
Speaker Bonnen, Rep. Dustin Burrows (R-Lubbock) and Empower Texans CEO
Michael Quinn Sullivan, cities and counties throughout Texas are left wondering
how they have become so hated by state leaders. The recording publicly exposed
the Speaker’s apparent hatred toward local leaders, as well as Rep. Burrows
future plans to remove a major revenue stream local governments’ can currently
use from sales tax to pay for economic development, public transit, or other
services.
Bonnen, Burrows and Sullivan discussed failed plans during the 2019 session to
forbid local governments from using tax funds to pay for the services of lobbyists
who advocate on behalf of cities and counties, as well as the 10 lawmakers
Bonnen and Burrows suggested Empower Texans could target in next year’s
elections and voted against a bill that would have prohibited such local
expenditures.
The recording also showed legislators’ intentional political targeting of cities and
counties — and their plans to make the 2021 legislative session even more painful
for local governments.
Transcript from the Recording:
“Any mayor, county judge that was dumb ass enough to come meet with me, I
told them with great clarity, my goal is for this to be the worst session in the
history of the legislature for cities and counties,” Texas House Speaker Dennis
Bonnen, R-Angleton, said in the recording.
“I hope the next session is even worse,” Republican state Rep. Dustin Burrows of
Lubbock replied.
Bonnen then said he was “all in for that.”
Burrows, later in the tape added, “We hate cities and counties.”

The trend of limiting municipal policy power began in 2011, but why are local
cities and counties becoming more and more the bad guys?
Local governments are tasked with doing things community members need and
want: keeping people safe, educating children, cleaning the streets. County and
city governments are closest to the people. Self-government depends on an active
citizenry owning their own affairs and assigning responsibility to the smallest and
lowest unites of government, and yields better governance.
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Local governments are better positioned than national governments to tackle particular challenges within their own
environment. Local knowledge is the feedstock of good governance, even if it does not always produce perfect
policies. At the very least, being so close to a relatively small electorate — both in terms of decision making and
revenue — helps elected leaders voice the tune of their constituency.
Local governments are well-positioned to protect these
rights, and states should defer to them — at least until
localities fail these basic duties. Although, local
governments are not always immune to the temptation
of authority that is not theirs to claim, however if and
when that hunger for power comes, at the expense of
citizens’ rights, states should step in. The Constitution is
both the reason and limiting principle for preempting
municipalities.
Local governments are the central nervous system of politics. Participation in matters of shared consequence can
reinforce a sense of the common good, laying the foundation for communities in which citizens share the tasks of
maintaining and improving the places where they live. Without functioning local governments, the larger political
community is in danger of heart failure.
It is time our state government leaders give local governments a chance once again. The people and places closest
to us are where we tend to direct our care and our energy; they should enjoy the authority necessary for diverse
citizens to pursue flourishing lives together. It is time we believed again in the power of local — local solutions,
local opportunities, and local democracy.

USDA Grants $150M for Rural Communities
The U.S. Department of Agriculture will provide $150 million in grants to rural communities affected by natural
disasters
According to the release, the $150 million is included in the Additional Supplemental Appropriations for Disaster
Relief Act, which was passed with bipartisan support from both chambers of Congress.
In order to be eligible for the grant, applicants for relief must be in areas affected by natural disasters where the
Federal Emergency Management Agency has provided a notice declaring a major disaster declaration and assigned a
FEMA disaster recovery number.
Eligible counties include:
Archer, Baylor, Brown, Burnet Callahan, Cameron, Comanche, Coryell, Dimmit, Edwards, Fannin, Franklin, Grimes,
Haskell, Hidalgo, Hill, Hopkins, Houston, Jim Wells, Jones, Kimble, Kinney, Knox, Llano, Madison, Mason, McCulloch,
Menard, Nolan, Polk, Real, San Saba, Schleicher, Sutton, Throckmorton, Travis, Uvalde, Val Verde
Grant applications will be accepted at USDA state offices on a continual basis until funds are exhausted. Grant
assistance will be provided on a graduated scale; smaller communities with the lowest median household income are
eligible for a higher proportion of grant funds.

The Rise and Fall of Speaker Dennis Bonnen
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Bonnen will not seek re-election as Speaker or as State Representative
For the past several months, Speaker Dennis Bonnen (R-Angleton) has been trying to manage the political tempest of
allegations that washed away his support from his closest political allies. Less than a year ago, Bonnen emerged as
the dark horse candidate to replace retiring Speaker Joe Straus. He was unanimously elected Speaker on the first day
of the session in January. The Speaker received bi-partisan accolades for his leadership throughout the 2019 session,
and announced on Tuesday, October 22 that he will not seek re-election following a self-imposed political scandal
that eroded his base of support.
Speaker Bonnen invited Michael Quinn Sullivan, leader of an ultra-conservative group Empower Texans, to his
Capitol office for a post-session discussion. The meeting evolved into a discussion about the possibility of the
Speaker granting media credentials to the organization in exchange for them targeting 10 Republican House
members for defeat in the upcoming March political primaries. Bonnen was angry with these members because of
their opposition to legislation that would limit local governments ability to “lobby” lawmakers about proposals that
impact their communities. Following the meeting, Sullivan public denounced the Speaker for plotting against fellow
Republicans and for an apparent illegal quid pro quo offer. Bonnen vehemently denied the accusations. Sullivan
then revealed that he secretly recorded their conversation. Bonnen called his bluff, asking Sullivan to release the
tape. Sullivan eventually did, and a wave of embarrassing revelations confirmed Sullivan’s summary of the meeting
and devastated House members, politically damaging the Speaker in the process.
Following the release of the tape, a number of prominent House members publicly announced they no longer
supported the Speaker. These developments likely contributed to Bonnen’s announcement that he would not seek
reelection to the Texas House guaranteeing a new Speaker would be elected when the Legislature convenes in
January of 2021. The following is a timeline of significant developments of Speaker Bonnen’s tenure as Speaker.
At this point there has been no indication that the Speaker will resign prior to his term expiring in January of 2021
and the deadline to file to run for office has not passed.
Timeline:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

October 30, 2018: Bonnen announces candidacy for Speaker of the House
November 12, 2018: Bonnen announces he had 109 votes to become Speaker
January 8, 2019: Bonnen unanimously elected Speaker
May 27, 2019: The last day of session, heralded as the most successful in years
May 28, 2019: Bonnen announces he will punish any legislators that campaign against
incumbents
June 12, 2018: Bonnen and House Republican Caucus Chair Dustin Burrows meet with Michael
Quinn Sullivan of Empower Texans
June 18, 2019: Bonnen tops the Texas Monthly list of 10 Best Legislators
July 2019: Bonnen and Sullivan have public dispute over content of their meeting.
July 25, 2019: Sullivan announces that he taped the meeting when Bonnen allegedly offered a
quid pro quo agreement if Sullivan “popped” the 10 Republicans on his list. Bonnen denies
allegations and calls for Sullivan to publicly release the tape to clear Bonnen.
August 12, 2019: House General Investigating Committee asks the Texas Rangers to investigate
August 31, 2019: Sullivan releases the tape through his attorney and is turned over to Texas
Rangers for investigation
October 15, 2019: Sullivan/Bonnen tape released to the public
October 18, 2019: House Republican Caucus meets to discuss Speaker’s actions. Over the next
four days, the list of Republican House members calling for Bonnen to step down tops 36. There
are 82 Republicans in the Texas House.
October 22, 2019: Bonnen announces that he will not seek re-election as Speaker of the House or
as State Representative
October 24, 2019: Brazoria County District Attorney announces they will not seek criminal
prosecution against Bonnen.

Reaching Rural Texans with Broadband
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Across Texas, people in rural and small communities are being left out of
modern society and the 21st century economy. For those living in areas with
limited access to broadband a crucial need is still unmet. Rural Texans want
and need faster, cheaper internet like urban area communities. Broadband is
not a luxury anymore but a necessity similar to running water and electricity.
Access to rural broadband would open new opportunities to those living
without, such as working remotely, use of online services for work and
education, access shopping, news, information and government data.
Since the beginning of the internet, rural Texans have had less internet access than urban areas. High-speed wired
connections are less common, and wireless phone service and signals are weaker than in cities – or absent altogether.
Although wired-internet speeds and mobile-phone service have improved in rural and small communities, the overall
problem remains; services in urban areas continue to evolve, but the rural and small communities still have comparatively
worse service and less access. Rural residents have fewer choices of internet service providers – or none at all. They pay
higher prices for lower quality service, despite earning less than urban dwellers.
Overall fewer rural Texans are online. The basic problem is that high-speed internet has not yet reached huge swathes of
rural Texas. There have been two main ways proposed to fix this problem: with wires, and without wires.
Smaller towns in rural areas typically have two options for wired connectivity - internet provided by the local cable
company or over phone lines, often called digital subscriber line service, or DSL. However, older systems in rural areas are
not upgraded as often, making them slower than those in metro areas. A few rural and small communities have fiber optic
networks that are much faster, but they are exceptions to the norm.
One reason rural wired service is less available and less advanced is cost, which relates to
population concentration. In urban areas, a mile-long cable might pass dozens, or even
hundreds, of homes and businesses. Rural internet requires longer wires – and often special
signal-boosting equipment – with fewer potential customers from whom to recoup the costs.
Rural homeowners who have no access to DSL, but see their neighbor down the road with
access, are probably just a bit too far from the phone company’s networking equipment. This
issue is much less common in larger cities and towns.
Rural and small communities in some areas have gotten creative. They are figuring out how to
use local Wi-Fi connections to download content onto their phones, so they use (and pay for)
less mobile data. For example, public libraries are popular options in rural and smaller
communities because they generally have fast and free Wi-Fi. All across Texas you may find people in library parking lots
after hours simply using the Wi-Fi.; although, these connections aren’t always the fastest, it is a testament to the efforts of
public libraries to provide community residents with computer and internet services.
As the policy debates continue at both the national level and state level, it provides elected officials an opportunity to
choose to provide equal access to high-speed internet across Texas, all of Texas, or to relegate rural users to their
smartphones, library parking lots and slow home connections. Access to rural broadband can change communities and
the lives of rural and small communities in Texas.
It is a question of values. In the 1930s and ’40s, the public sentiment was that all would be better off if everyone had
reasonably comparable electricity and telephone service; in response, actions were taken to ensure universal access to all
Texans to access those utilities. Therefore, shouldn’t Texas be willing to invest in providing accessible and affordable
broadband service equitably to both urban and rural / smaller communities in Texas in 2019?

Only 12% of Voters Turned Out This Year in Texas to Vote
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Texas voters approved nine amendments to the state’s Constitution on November 5. Only 12% of registered voters
cast ballots — a higher percentage from the 2017 election, but still overwhelmingly low, overall.
Turnout has always been low in elections that take place during odd-numbered years. Here’s what it looked like this
year.

Based on voter turnout in non-presidential and midterm elections few people vote in constitutional amendment
elections. This year, 12% of registered voters cast ballots, compared with 6% of the state’s 15 million registered
voters who voted in 2017. By comparison, 59% of eligible voters cast a ballot in the latest presidential election.
Turnout relies heavily on what is on the ballot.
Texas has one of the worst voter participation rates — and youth voters' turnout is particularly dire. But some see "a
lot of potential" as one in three Texas voters are expected to be younger than 30 by 2022.
As for the 2019 election results, those voters that turned out supported 9 of the 10 proposed amendment changes
to the Texas Constitution. The only item on the ballot that did not pass was Proposition 1, which would permit
elected municipal court judges to serve multiple municipalities at the same time.

What is Happening to the Legislative Budget Board (LBB)?
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Created in 1949 to support full-time experts who track fiscal issues for the state’s part-time Legislature, the Texas
Legislative Budget Board (LBB), provides the analysis on which the state bases its budget calculations each biennium.
Although state lawmakers set spending priorities, their ability to make funding decisions is only as good as the
information they receive from the experts at LBB. However, the quality of information may be in question as a quiet
war erupts between its two co-leaders.
State law names the lieutenant governor and House speaker as co-chairs of the 10-member board, which jointly
appoint an executive director to lead the agency. Last year, for the first time in nearly 70 years, that failed to happen,
and the LBB has gone without an executive director for over a year now.
Veteran employees continue to depart with no one to replace them,
leaving behind a trail of vacant offices and institutional knowledge.
Staff size has fallen 26% since 2015 — from 146 to 108 employees —
and four of the agency’s five executive leadership positions will soon
be unfilled. The agency’s lone remaining executive intends to resign as
well.
Capitol insiders are questioning the reason behind the co-chairs
keeping the agency undermanned. Is the motive to remake the agency, in order to give the Senate more direct
control over the number-crunchers? In the past, the LBB staff was known to produce analyses that were not parallel
with the legislative leadership.
There is fear that keeping the LBB undermanned could jeopardize its ability to provide unbiased information crucial to
lawmaking and ensuring state government stays within its constitutionally mandated spending limits.
Without an executive director, the agency’s remaining managers have sought unanimous approval from the Lt.
Governor and Speaker to make key decisions such as filling staff vacancies, publishing routine reports or approving
state agency request for extra funds. However, those requests have either been denied or gone unanswered.
The Texas’ legislative branch — the House and Senate — derives much of its power over the executive and judicial
branches by controlling how the state spends its money. The staff of the Legislative Budget Board, which tracks
whether state agencies spend money as lawmakers intended, is seen as a checks and balances system during the
interim.
The agency’s work is most visible during the legislative session, when staff members shepherd the state budget — the
only law the Legislature is required to pass. But their oversight of state spending continues year-round, and
preparation for the next budget cycle begins months in advance, when agency staff compile lists of funding requests
from all of state government.
After the legislative session begins, LBB staff unveil their draft budgets, routinely testify in hearings, and prepare
explanatory memos for lawmakers about what gets funded and why.
There have been rumors floating around the capitol that the jointly run LBB will be replaced with two independent
organizations, one under the Senate and another under the House. This change could possibly give the lieutenant
governor and the house speaker more control over budget analysis — and it could yield conflicting projections and
opinions by each chamber’s budget experts.
Capitol insiders fear the dwindling number of experienced analysts could slow down the budget-writing process or
result in costly errors, as well as lead to a backlog of “fiscal notes” — the analyses that forecast how much a new state
law would cost to implement — and that could create more chaos during a typically frantic legislative session that
gives lawmakers only 140 days to review and consider thousands of bills.
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George P. Bush Tapped to Oversee $4B Texas Disaster Mitigation Plan
Texas Land Commissioner George P. Bush and the Texas General Land Office have been appointed to lead a
comprehensive resiliency and disaster mitigation program, funded by more than $4 billion in U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) Community Development Block Grant for Mitigation (CDBG-MIT).
Announced by Gov. Greg Abbott, the comprehensive program will prioritize large-scale, regional projects that
increase the state’s resilience to disasters statewide, protect lives and mitigate against future hurricanes and other
natural disasters.
In accordance with HUD requirements, the funds will be focused on reducing “long-term risk of loss of life, injury,
damage to and loss of property, and suffering and hardship, by lessening the impact of future disasters.” The funds
were appropriated by Congress on Feb. 9, 2018, for mitigation projects in the areas affected by Hurricane Harvey as
well as 2015 and 2016 Floods. Since 2015, 183 Texas counties have received a Presidential disaster declaration.
On Aug. 23, 2019, HUD released mandatory rules for the use of more than $4.3 billion in funding for mitigation
projects, which were appropriated by Congress on Feb. 9, 2018. Publication of rules in the Federal Register was
necessary for the GLO to begin drafting a state action plan, before sending it to HUD for approval. This process has
already begun and is expected to take approximately nine months or more to complete.
In total, HUD allocated $4,383,085,000 in CDBG-MIT funds to Texas. Altogether, 140 Texas counties are eligible for
some part of this allocation of funding for 2015, 2016, and 2017 (Hurricane Harvey) disasters.
The Texas General Land Office will administer $4,297,189,000 in funding as directed by HUD:
• $4,074,456,000 for Hurricane Harvey
• $169,748,000 for 2016 Floods
• $52,985,000 for 2015 Floods
HUD direct allocations:
• $61,884,000 to City of Houston for 2015 Floods
• $24,012,000 to City of San Marcos for 2015 Floods

Did You Know … “Stop the Bleed” Law
Texas school districts are now required to have bleeding control stations on each of their campuses as part of the
state’s new “Stop the Bleed” law. School districts must comply with the law and have a program in place by January
1, 2020, under HB496 authored by State Rep. Barbara Gervin-Hawkins (D-San Antonio).
A bleeding control station is required to have tourniquets, chest seals, compression bandages, bleeding control
bandages, space emergency blankets, latex-free gloves, markers, scissors and instructional documents developed by
the American College of Surgeons or the U.S. Department of Homeland Security detailing ways to prevent blood loss
after a traumatic event.
The bleeding control stations must be stored in easily accessible areas of the campus and security planning
protocols must also include how to use these items. Students in grade seven and higher will also receive training
every year on how to use a bleeding control station.
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Is P-TECH the Way for the Future?
Pathways in Technology Early College High Schools (P-TECH) is an
open-enrollment program providing students with work-based
education. P-TECH programs:
1. Provide students in grades 9 through 12 the opportunity to complete a course of study;
2. Within six years, enable students to earn a high school diploma, an associate degree, a two-year
postsecondary certificate or industry certification and complete work-based training;
3. Allow students to gain work experience through an internship, apprenticeship or other job training
programs;
4. Partner with Texas Institutions of Higher Education and regional businesses and industries, giving
students access to postsecondary education and workforce training opportunities.

Under P-TECH, students can receive all the above at no cost to the student. The program is a collaboration with The
Texas Education Agency, the Texas Workforce Commission and the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board to
support local school district efforts.
The P-TECH school idea began in Victoria ISD by looking at workforce commission information, which pointed
towards health care, education, industry and manufacturing and agriculture. The school district then looked at its
current programs, course offerings, student and staff counts, as well as started conversations with both Victoria
College (VC) and University of Houston-Victoria (UHV) to ascertain which programs could be best supported. Next
the business community such as Citizens Medical Center, DeTar Healthcare System, UHV, VC, Golden Crescent
Workforce Solutions came together with the school district with the intent of creating a “school within a school” PTECH for health care to deploy at the start of the 2020 school year. Then, with each following year, the hope is for
the P-TECH health care school to grows in order to help meet the growing demand of the community.
Students in the health care P-TECH will have a truly unique experience through high school with a differentiated
curriculum and with an aligned sequence of courses. They will have the opportunity with stackable certifications and
licenses with real value in the health care field. The defining feature separating a P-TECH Early College High School
from other early high school models is students in a P-TECH also have opportunities for work-based learning
experiences at every level, so students can apply the academic and technical skills they are learning through their
coursework.
The overall goal of a P-TECH Early College High School is to graduate students with the necessary credentials,
degrees and skills to work in a high-demand, high-wage field. The best part…if the Victoria ISD P-TECH model is
successful, it can perhaps start a statewide conversation about how other communities can implement similar PTECH schools with business industry leaders and colleges and universities in their areas to address profound
workforce needs in their region in turn promoting a strong workforce to meet growing demands and keep a younger
workforce at home.

Wishing you peace, love and happiness on this Thanksgiving Day!

From the ARCIT Team

2019 Texas Senate Interim Charges Announced
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Lt. Gov. Dan Patrick has asked committees of the Texas Senate to study 116 charges during the interim before the
2021 legislative session. Lt. Gov. Patrick’s 2019 interim charges are posted at https://www.ltgov.state.tx.us/wpcontent/uploads/2019/10/2019-Interim-Legislative-Charges.pdf. Of note are the following charges that may be of
interest to ARCIT members:
Business and Commerce Committee
Information Technology: Review the state's major information technology infrastructure. Examine cybersecurity
preparedness and reporting requirements for state and local governments and political subdivisions. Identify
opportunities for expanded partnership and coordination between state and local officials. Compare state and local
government prevention and response efforts with those of private businesses facing similar threats. Make
recommendations for cost- effective ways to strengthen and protect consumer data and personal information
against privacy breaches and ransomware threats.
Monitoring: Monitor the implementation of legislation addressed by the Senate Committee on Business and
Commerce passed by the 86th Legislature, as well as relevant agencies and programs under the committee's
jurisdiction. Specifically, make recommendations for any legislation needed to improve, enhance, or complete
implementation of the following:
• Senate Bill 14, relating to broadband service or facilities provided by an electric cooperative;
Finance Committee
Spending Limit: Examine options and make recommendations for strengthening restrictions on appropriations
established in Article VIII, Section 22, of the Texas Constitution, including related procedures defined in statute.
Consider options for ensuring available revenues above spending limit are reserved for tax relief.
Natural Disaster Funding: Review federal, state, and local eligibility and receipt of disaster funds from Community
Development Block Grants - Disaster Relief and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. Identify any barriers to
the effective utilization of those funds and recommend any changes to statute, rule, or practice to promote the
efficient deployment of those funds and expedite recovery by affected citizens, businesses, and communities.
Health and Human Services Committee
Rural Health: Examine and determine ways to improve health care delivery in rural and medically underserved areas
of the state. Determine whether additional funding provided during the 86th Legislative Session has helped to
ensure more accessible and quality health care in rural areas.
Joint Charges for Natural Resources and Economic Development Committee and Water and Rural Affairs
Committee
Local Economic Development Incentives: Study the use of local tax abatements allowed under Chapter 313 of the
Texas Tax Code. Make recommendations to promote transparency and enhance effectiveness of tax abatements,
capital investment incentives, and similar programs.
Eminent Domain: Examine current law regarding the balance of private property rights and continued improvement
in oil and gas infrastructure. Make recommendations to ensure stability between private property owner
protections and emergent oil and gas infrastructure.
Future Water Supply: Examine current laws, processes, and water storage options and availability. Make
recommendations promoting the state's water supply, storage, availability, valuation, movement, and development
of new sources.
Property Tax Committee
Monitoring: Monitor the implementation of the following legislation addressed by the Senate Committee on
Property Tax passed by the 86th Legislature. Specifically, make recommendations for any legislation needed to
improve, enhance, or complete implementation of the following:
Senate Bill 2, relating to ad valorem taxation.
State Affairs Committee
Taxpayer Lobbying: Study how governmental entities use public funds for political lobbying purposes. Examine what
types of governmental entities use public funds for lobbying purposes. Make recommendations to protect taxpayers
from paying for lobbyists who may not represent the taxpayers’ interests.

Aransas County Looking to Change Lack of Healthcare Services and
Resources
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The closest hospital to Rockport is more than 30 miles away, in another county. To get to the closest hospital —
Christus Spohn Hospital Shoreline in Corpus Christi — residents must cross two bridges and weave through major
road construction. It also takes more than an hour for an ambulance to transport patients to Corpus Christi from
Rockport -— even with its lights and sirens blaring. That can be life-threatening if you're in critical condition.
Aransas County officials have been working to change that. The county applied in August for a non-competitive state
grant of about $9.8 million to construct a "micro" hospital in Rockport. The hospital would have eight to ten
beds, would span 10,000-to-15,000 square feet and have an emergency room. The county would own the hospital
and lease the structure out to a private operator.
The grant would come from the Community Development Block Grant Disaster Recovery Program with the Texas
General Land Office. The county has been allocated about $54 million from that program. County officials expect a
response from the state office by the end of the year. However, there is not a timeline yet for when the hospital
would open, if the grant is approved.
Aransas County has struggled since Hurricane Harvey struck the area in August 2017. The devastating Category 4
storm destroyed homes and businesses. Many residents left the after the storm and never returned because of the
lack of housing.
The hurricane majorly damaged Care Regional Medical Center in Aransas Pass, causing it to close. The 75-bed
hospital never reopened. Twin Fountains Medical Clinic-Urgent Care, a free-standing emergency center, also has
remained closed because of Harvey damage. Another free-standing emergency center, Code 3 Emergency Room and
Urgent Care, opened about a week before Harvey hit Texas. The center can't collect from Medicare, Medicaid or
government programs for the uninsured it cares for. The county has paid the center $112,500 so far this year from
the county's healthcare sales tax revenue to help defray these costs.
Aransas County is federally designated as a shortage area for health professionals, according to a study done by
Texas A&M University to establish the need for a micro-hospital. Many residents in the county are elderly and have
health problems so they can't drive on the highway. The distance of the closest hospital also is a barrier for lowincome families who don't have access to transportation. The proposed hospital would also allow the elderly to
return home much sooner after being treated than at other centers in Corpus Christi.
Establishing a new hospital would also assist in retaining and recruiting physicians. Several healthcare professionals
left the county after the hurricane because of the decreased population and lack of hospital care. Some
physicians have indicated they would like to return to the area.
Lastly, the closure of the Aransas Pass hospital also negatively impacted the county's economy. The loss of highpaying jobs caused a decrease in retail and leisure spending.
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New law could change citizen comment procedure at local government
meetings
In September, a bill passed by the 86th Texas Legislature went into effect allowing each member of the public who
wants to address a governmental body (city councils, county commissions, school boards, hospital districts, public
colleges, etc.) to provide comment at an open meeting before or during consideration of that item.

Prior to the new law, it was not mandatory to allow the public to speak. However, most government offered a
scheduled “Public Comment” segment, where an individual was able to sign up to speak at the beginning, middle or
end of the meeting. HB 2840 by Rep. Terry Canales (D-Edinburg) allows a person to speak to a government body at
the start of the meeting, at the end and before a vote of each listed agenda item.
Governmental bodies are supposed to set comment time limits, as well as set up rules for how an individual speaks,
i.e. a sign-up sheet, raising a hand, etc.
In addition to government bodies, the new law also applies to a nonprofit corporation eligible to receive funds under
the federal community services block grant program, in addition to a nonprofit corporation that provides a water
supply, wastewater service or both.
Lastly, the new law prevents a governmental body from prohibiting public criticism of the government body,
including criticism of any act, omission, policy, procedure, programs or service.

2019 Scenic City Certification Awards Announced
Twenty-two (22) Texas cities have been recognized as 2019 Certified Scenic City award
recipients through the Scenic City Certification Program, a program of Scenic Texas and its
17 partner organizations. The Scenic City Certification Program recognizes cities for their
demonstrated commitment to high-quality scenic standards for public roadways and
spaces. Nine cities have earned certification for the first time and 13 are re-certifying or
upgrading existing status, bringing the total number of certified cities across Texas to 83.
The Scenic City Certification Program, is a nationally recognized one-of-a-kind model, developed to provide
communities with a comprehensive set of standards and evaluations for the design and development of public
roadways and spaces. Any Texas city may apply to the Scenic City Certification Program for an objective review of its
existing municipal infrastructure ordinances as they relate to the model standards. Assessment is points-based, and
every city applicant receives a detailed, scored evaluation that identifies both strengths and areas for improvement.
Official certification is earned by cities that score points in the upper range and meet threshold standards for
landscaping, tree planting, and sign regulation.
The Scenic City application period for 2020 opens January 1, 2020. Any interested Texas municipality may go online
now to review the Program standards and application process at www.sceniccitycertification.org.

2019 Award Recipients
Recognized
Dayton*
Forest Hill*
Princeton*
Taylor

Bronze
Beaumont
Weatherford*

Silver
Argyle*
La Vernia*
Webster
West Lake Hills

Gold
Arlington*
Denton
Lago Vista*
Lakeway
League City
Mesquite
Rowlett*

Platinum
Dripping Springs
Flower Mound
Friendswood
Keller
Richmond

Local Governments Required to Complete Cybersecurity Training
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The 86th Legislature passed House Bill (HB) 3834 requiring state and local government employees to annually
complete a certified cybersecurity training. Texas Department of Information Resources (DIR) in consultation with
the Texas Cybersecurity Council is required to certify at least five cybersecurity training programs for state and local
government employees.
Statewide Training Requirements:
Annual training must be completed by June 14, 2020 by the following employees:
• State Agencies: Employees who use a computer to complete at least 25 percent of the employee’s required
duties and elected or appointed officers of the agency.
• Local Government Entities: Employees who have access to a local government computer system or database, and
elected officials.
• Contractors of state agencies who have access to a state computer system or database must complete training
during the term of the contract and during any renewal period.
If your organization is currently using a cybersecurity training program check the list of certified programs to see if it
has been certified.
• If it has, continue using that program to meet the requirements of HB 3834. Make note of the modules
listed with the certified program and make sure you are including these in your program.
• If it has not, first, make sure your program has been submitted for certification. (If it’s a 3rd party
program, check with the vendor.) Second, continue to monitor the list of certified programs as additional
programs will be added as they are certified.
If your organization is not currently using a cybersecurity training program:
• Review the list of certified programs to find one that meets your needs.
• Contact the point of contact for instructions on:
- how to access the training program (if you selected an in-house program that the organization is
willing to share), or
- how to procure the training program (if you selected a 3rd party program).
All mandated state and local employees and elected officials are required to complete annual cybersecurity training
by June 14, 2020. Vendors providing services to state agencies, under certain conditions, are also required to
complete cybersecurity training.
For questions or further information about HB 3834 and the certification process, please contact
TXTrainingCert@dir.texas.gov or you can visit the Texas Department of Information Resources website
at https://dir.texas.gov/View-About-DIR/Information-Security/Pages/Content.aspx?id=154.

Godley 4B Economic Development Corporation Announces a Park
Rehabilitation Project
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The Godley Economic Development Corporation (EDC) of Godley, Texas announces the
financing of a park rehabilitation project. The improvements to the Godley City Park will
include a playground expansion, additional picnic tables and benches, a basketball court,
bathroom facilities, as well as, sidewalks, lighting and irrigation. Government Capital
Corporation, a sponsor of ARCIT, was selected as the most cost- effective financing solution
for the project.
According to the Godley Mayor David Wallis, “the financing structure provided by
Government Capital Corporation was cost effective and allowed the EDC to save costs
associated with traditional real estate financings.” The Mayor stated, “Government
Capital Corporation’s experience and finance expertise were of tremendous value to our
project, overall.”
A member of ARCIT, Godley EDC is a Type B Development Corporation located in Johnson County, only 30 miles
southwest of downtown Fort Worth. Over 100 years old, the City of Godley has a long proud history of being known
as a peaceful, close knit community, as well as being a great place to raise a family and educate your children. The
current population is 1,009 but is increasing quickly with new subdivisions enabling the city to keep up with growing
demand. With Chisholm Trail Parkway opening, this area continues to experience tremendous growth. For more
information, visit www.godleytx.gov.
Government Capital Corporation is a leading public finance firm providing professional financial services to all local
governmental entities. Since its founding in 1992, the company has successfully completed thousands of project
financings in Texas and across the nation. For more information, visit www.govcap.com.

May the holiday season bring you happiness and joy
to
you and your loved ones.
Wishing you peace, health, happiness, kindness and
prosperity in the New Year.
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SPONSOR SPOTLIGHT!
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We’re stewards of hardworking professionals’ futures, a connection to their aspirations
and goals of financial security.
Whether through an established plan or customized strategy, Encompass provides the flexibility of building a
retirement roadmap that could be both realistic and financially rewarding.
We help educators and municipal employees by crafting and customizing their financial roadmap with these and
other choices:
v State pension analysis
v Beneficiary option selection
v Risk tolerance analysis
v Investment strategy
v Fee audits for current portfolios, vendor and product selection
213 S. Sierra Ave.
Oakdale, CA 95361
(214) 415-0097
https://www.encompassmore.com/

Public Management
http://www.publicmgt.com/contact
P: 281-592-0439

A Champion for Texas Towns
Since 1982, Public Management, Inc. has been dedicated to crafting a service that specifically focuses on the
quality of life in rural Texas communities. Founded on the principles of community engagement and
relationship building,
Public Management assists municipalities with professional planning, management, and financial services.
With offices strategically located throughout the state, Public Management offers Texas communities an
innovative staff dedicated to offering industry-leading, client-based service.

Private Community Partners
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Local Partners who Love Rural Texas & Their Community
Do you know one?

Do you have a private business in your community who wants to partner with ARCIT? If so, they may want to join
ARCIT as a Private Community Partner! This is any business in your community that wants to collaborate with rural
communities and receive information from ARCIT and our members. Please ask that local business to join forces
with ARCIT to help preserve YOUR community and to fight for rural and small communities in Texas.
Private Community Partners (PCP) are specific to a community. These private community partners are a business in
a community supporting rural and smaller communities and the issues impacting those communities. PCP’s may
include large and small businesses, community and civic organizations, faith-based organizations, schools, colleges
and universities, regional government organizations located in a rural or small community.
Private Community Partners are integral parts of the communities in which they live and work. They are cognizant of
how their decisions may impact their neighbors and tend to be involved in the community. A private community
partner benefits the local economy, personal relationships and helps build the community for the better.
Collaborating with PCP’s is becoming increasingly important as the threat of removing local control by the legislature
becomes more prominent. There is power in numbers when seeking answers to a problem or set of problems, so
working with local businesses in your community can be significant and long-lasting, and ARCIT wants to work with
those leaders in your community.
If you know of a business passionate about your community and would like to be part of our organization, please
contact Kara at kara@arcit.org. We would love to welcome them to the ARCIT family and be part of the
conversations occurring at the state and federal level that ultimately impact YOUR community.

of ARCIT!

Which local business in your community may be interested in joining ARCIT?
Together we are stronger!
Contact Kara at kara@arcit.org for more information
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Member Resources
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Member Resources

McLane Intelligent Solutions)
(866) 551-4628
info@mclaneintel.com
www.mclaneintel.com

Encompass More
213 S. Sierra Ave.
Oakdale, CA 95361
(214) 415-0097
https://www.encompassmore.com/

Public Management
http://www.publicmgt.com/contact
281-592-0439

Corporate Office
345 Miron Drive
Southlake, Texas 76092
Phone: 817 - 421-5400
Phone: 800 - 883-1199
Fax: 817 - 488-8477
https://www.govcap.com/

http://www.cpyi.com/contact-us
P: 214.638.0500

